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The ancient city of Antinoupolis is closely connected with the cult of 
emperor Hadrian’s deified favourite, who drowned nearby in 130 AD. Yet 
archaeological traces of his cult at the site have been scarce. This makes 
the discovery of a cornice block inscribed with his name all the more 

significant, James B. Heidel and J. Brett McClain write.

Traces of a vanished 
cult: a rare inscription 

from Antinoupolis

Overview of the 
excavation area looking 
south, with detail of the 
small temple and sacred 
lake or well.

In 2015, the mission of the Istituto Papirologico 
‘G . Vitell i ’ / Universi ty of Florence to 
Antinoupolis began a new collaboration with 
the Minis tr y of State for Ant iqui t ies , 
continuing an excavation the then Supreme 
Council of Antiquities carried out between 
1991 and 1994.

This work, near the centre of the ancient 
city site, revealed the corner of a monumental 
per is tyle cour t of Roman date, paved 
throughout with limestone slabs. The edge of 
the cour t was formed by a single rank of 
monolithic granite columns with limestone 
lobed papyrus capitals and limestone bases, 
standing 5.5 m tall. Also found was an inscribed 
limestone doorjamb block containing the name 

of Osir is in the thickness. In 2012, our 
geophysical survey showed that the west side 
of the court had fronted the Nile at the time 
of its construction, though the river now runs 
about 130 m farther to the west. More recent 
excavations revealed the raised podium of a 
small temple built of limestone with a frontal 
staircase, measuring about 8 x 12 m, and a 
circular well or sacred lake 5.5 m in diameter, 
about 4 m to the right of the stair as one 
approaches it (image below). The construction 
details indicate that the whole ensemble was 
built as one complex.

In February 2017, about 18 m north-west of 
the stair, recutting the baulk from the early 
1990s revealed the south edge of a foundation 
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made of reused limestone blocks laid directly 
on the Roman pavement. Of the few blocks 
of this foundation so far exposed, one was 
found to be an inscribed cornice block (images 
right) that turned out to be of considerable 
significance for the history of Antinoupolis and 
the cult of the deified Antinous.

It showed, in fact, the first known example 
of the name of the emperor Hadrian in 
hieroglyphic script to be discovered among the 
ruins of the city. The name of the god Osiris-
Antinous appears here as well, for the first 
t ime ,  w i t h i n  t he  po l i s  founded  i n 
commemoration of the emperor’s drowned 
favourite. Moreover, the cornice block preserves 
an exceedingly rare occurrence of the 
cartouches of a Roman empress, only two 
other examples of which are known to exist. 
The hieroglyphic names of Osiris-Antinous and 
of the empress Sabina were previously known 
only from the famous inscriptions on the Pincian 
or Barberini obelisk in Rome.

Its scale is commensurate with the small 
rectangular temple nearby, from which it was 
likely taken when the temple was dismantled. 
Its unweathered condition and minimal damage 
– the most significant being socketed holes 
from pry bars – suggest that at the moment 
of removal the temple was intact to its cornice, 
at least in this section.

The cornice block is carved from white 
limestone of fairly good quality and measures 
113 cm in width, 33 cm in height and 59 cm 
in depth; the fore edge is 12.5 cm high. In 
contour, the face curves to the horizontal at 
top, as is typical for the Ptolemaic/Roman 
period. The top of the block is flat and only 
roughly finished, while the bottom, left and 
back form intact block lines. At right, the 
corner of the cornice is intact. Both the front 
and right sides were smoothed and inscribed 
with only a modicum of care and skill, but 
the decorated surfaces are for the most part 
in good condition, with incidental damage in 
just a few places. When found, there were 
significant remains of paint within the incised 
elements, but much of this adhered to the 
soil in which the block lay, and only a few 
vestiges now remain on the stone itself. These 
show blue and yellow alternating for the 
bands of the reed-top pattern, while the 
hieroglyphs were painted a uniform blue; the 
sun-disk s within the plumes atop the 
cartouches were finished in red.

Seven columns of hieroglyphic text are 
preserved on the front of the block (images 
on the next pages), arranged in a pattern that 
would have continued along the cornice to 
the left. The lateral face of the block shows 
one complete text column and par t of a 
second, and its inscriptions must also have 
continued beyond the join to the right. Four 
cartouches appear on the front, the first pair 
surmounted by shu-feather diadems with solar 
disks, the second by feather-plumes with solar 
disks and cow horns. The names face, at left, 
a column of text of which only the right half 
has survived, but which was identical to the 
rightmost text column. By comparison with 
the latter, we may suppose that there was a 

Top: the cornice block 
in its archaeological 
context.

Above: Three-quarter 
view of block.
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second column left of the join, whose content 
would have been similar to that of the 
preserved example. It is therefore evident 
that the pattern seen here repeated itself 
across the surface of the cornice. The lower 
block line cuts through the bottom of all of 
the text columns, with one to two groups of 
signs lost from each. Beginning with the 
partially preserved columns on the left, then, 
the inscription may be read:

For Hathor in his nourishing(?) of [… …],
[beloved of Osiris-Antinous, justified]. 
[Beloved of] Hapy along with all the gods,
Hadrian [Caesar].
The great royal wife, mistress of […],
Sabina Sebas[te]
For Hathor in his nourishing(?) of [… …],
[beloved of] Osiris-Antinous, just[ified].

The single cartouche preserved on the lateral 
face, also surmounted by the double plumes, 
solar disk and horns, contains part of the name: 
Sabina Se[baste].

Notable details here include the epithet 
‘beloved of Hapy and all the gods’ for the 
emperor’s prenomen, as on the obelisk, in 
place of the more common ‘Autocrator Caesar’ 
usually found in Egyptian temple inscriptions, 
as well as the Hathoric horned sun-disk with 
plumes distinguishing the cartouches of the 
empress from those of the emperor. The 
oddly-worded dedication to Hathor is also 
par ticular to this monument, suggesting a 
possible identification of the structure as a 
mammisi (a small chapel attached to a larger 
temple and associated with the nativity of a 
deity), though this must remain speculative 
pending the discovery of additional evidence.

The context of these inscriptions – an 
Egyptian-style cavetto cornice – is also of great 
interest. The text on the Barberini obelisk, which 
records the foundation of Antinoupolis, 
describes a temple or temples of the god Osiris-
Antinous, ‘built of good white stone, sphinxes 
surrounding it as well as statues, and many 
columns like those made by the ancients and 
like those made by the Greeks likewise…’ The 

Right: front of the 
cornice block. Opposite 
page: drawing of the 
front corrected for 
perspective.

Below: drawing of 
the lateral face of the 
block corrected for 
perspective. Below 
right: lateral face of the 
block.
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• James B. Heidel is the architect for the Italian 
mission to Antinoupolis and president of the 
Antinoupolis Foundation. Dr J. Brett McClain is  
Senior Epigrapher of the  Epigraphic Survey 
(Chicago House), Oriental Institute, University of 
Chicago. We are grateful to our field director, Prof 
Rosario Pintaudi, and the Istituto Papirologico ‘G. 
Vitelli’ of the University of Florence for permission 
to publish the block here. Special thanks to all the 
members of the Italian mission, but especially to 
our two archaeologists who made this extraordinary 
find: Fathy Awad, Chief Inspector of the Mellawi 
Inspectorate, and Hamada Kellawy, Inspector in 
South Minya. We also thank the Egyptian Ministry 
of State for Antiquities for agreeing to a collaborative 
excavation in this location and for providing us with 
the necessary permissions to carry out the work. 
For more information on the project and for 
historical background of the site, please consult the 
website of the Antinoupolis Foundation: http://
antinoupolis.org.
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Keyword: Barberini Obelisk
Of red Aswan granite and 9.25 m high, the obelisk has stood since 
1822 on the Pincio hill in north-east Rome. It was purchased in the 
1630s by the noble Barberini family from the landowners where it 
was found outside the Porta Maggiore, but the site of its original 
erection is debated. Some scholars argue for Antinoupolis itself, 
others prefer various locations around Rome. Commissioned by 
Hadrian to commemorate the deification of Antinous, the text 
describes the form of the temple of Osiris-Antinous at Antinoupolis 
as well as the city’s annual athletic games, the Megala Antinoeia, in 
honour of the new god, and records that victorious competitors 
are given wreaths of flowers as prizes. It also states that the settlers 
at Antinoupolis were given land to make their lives prosperous. The 
games at Antinoupolis, and thus the worship of Osiris-Antinous, are 
attested until the middle of the 3rd century AD, and from various 
textural and archaeological sources it is clear that the city itself 
flourished until the late 3rd or early 4th century, when Egypt and 
the Roman Empire were converted to Christianity.

ongoing excavation programme provides an 
opportunity to check textual descriptions of 
the city against physical evidence on the site. 
The limestone cornice fragment, discovered 
within the ruins of a paved peristyle court 
surrounded by columns in a hybrid Graeco-
Egyptian style, demonstrates the existence 
within the city of at least one such monument. 
Several other stone fragments exhibiting a 
bicultural architectural and decorative 
programme have been recovered from the 
excavated area, and these finds may reveal 
additional temple structures dedicated to the 
new Osirian cult. Future work may continue to 
illuminate not only a very late f lowering of 
Pharaonic religious tradition, but also a 
sophisticated syncretism of cultic practice and 
architectural expression according to the specific 
requirements of a hybridized cultic programme.
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